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ABSTRACT: We have investigated computationally the gold and palladium cocatalyzed
reaction of alkynes with vinylstannane. Our work has involved a careful and thorough
exploration of different mechanistic possibilities. We find that palladium acting alone as a
catalyst leads to a very high reaction barrier, consistent with the experimental observation
that there is no reaction in the presence of just palladium. However, the involvement of
a gold(I) complex lowers the reaction barrier considerably, and the vinylstannylation
reaction can proceed with a modest activation energy of about 10 kcal/mol. Our key
finding is that the introduction of the gold complex avoids the formation of high-energy
structures involving vinyl species in a trans arrangement on palladium. Our work confirms
the role of intermediates containing both palladium and gold as suggested by Blum. For
the gold−palladium cocatalyzed reaction, we also investigated an alternative mechanism
suggested by Blum. With some modifications, this mechanism has a slightly higher reaction
barrier, but if it does occur, then we predict a strong dependency on the counterion, in
agreement with related experimental findings.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Palladium(0) complexes play a prominent role as precatalysts
for coupling reactions. Although these complexes have proved
to be powerful, limitations in chemical synthesis have led to
the development of nontraditional methods such as bimetallic
catalysis.1,2An important contemporary example of a limitation
is the inability of Pd0 catalysts in carbostannylation of alkynes.3

In recent reports, Blum and co-workers demonstrated that
Pd0 alone as a catalyst does not initiate the carbostannylation
reaction, whereas a combination of Pd0 and AuI readily catalyzes
the reaction even under mild conditions (Scheme 1).4

Blum and co-workers have provided major insights into
the mechanistic detail from experimental studies and proposed
two different mechanisms for the reaction. First, the reaction
was proposed (Scheme 2) to proceed through intermediate I
in which Pd and Au are simultaneously coordinated to the
alkyne.4,5 This mode of coordination is believed to enhance the
σ-bond character of the Pd−C bonds and makes intermediate I
ready for transmetalation with a vinylstannane, through transfer
of the vinyl group onto the palladium and the tin group onto
the nascent olefin (formation of II). Finally, the C−C reductive
elimination from III leads to formation of the final product and
regeneration of the AuI and Pd0 catalysts.
Following this, as part of a comprehensive assessment of the

field, an alternative mechanism was considered in which the
carbostannylation reaction proceeds via four distinct steps
(Scheme 3):2b (A) insertion of alkyne into the PdII−C bond of
IV to afford V; (B) transmetalation of the vinyl group from
vinylstannane to AuI to generate intermediates VI and VII; (C)

vinyl ligand exchange between V and VI to lead to formation of
IV and VIII; and (D) transmetalation of the vinyl group from
vinylgold intermediate VIII to the cationic tin intermediate VII
to give the final product.
Given the emerging role of bimetallic catalysts in chemistry,

mechanism elucidation for this reaction may assist in designing
future reaction protocols. To this end, we computationally
evaluated different possible mechanisms for the carbostannylation
reaction including those discussed above, and we determined
which mechanism is energetically more favorable. This study
demonstrates that a palladium gold vinyl intermediate is the
potential active catalyst for the catalytic reaction, broadly
consistent with and elaborating Blum’s proposal.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Gaussian 096 was used to fully optimize all the structures reported in
this paper at the B3LYP level of density functional theory (DFT).7

The effective-core potential of Hay and Wadt with a double-ξ valence
basis set (LANL2DZ)8 was chosen to describe Au, Pd, and Sn. The
6-31G(d) basis set was used for other atoms.9Polarization functions were
also added for Sn (ξd = 0.180), Au (ξf = 1.050), and Pd (ξf = 1.472).10

This basis set combination will be referred to as BS1. Frequency
calculations were carried out at the same level of theory as those for
the structural optimization. Transition structures were located using
the Berny algorithm. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)11 calculations
were used to confirm the connectivity between transition structures and
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minima. To further refine the energies obtained from the B3LYP/BS1
calculations, we carried out single-point energy calculations for all of
the structures with a larger basis set (BS2) in dichloromethane using
the CPCM solvation model12 at the B3LYP and M0613 levels. BS2
utilizes the quadruple-ζ valence def2-QZVP14 basis set on Au, Pd, and
Sn and the 6-311+G(2d,p) basis set on other atoms. We have used the
potential and Gibbs free energies obtained from the M06/BS2//
B3LYP/BS1 calculations in dichloromethane throughout the paper
unless otherwise stated. Recent computational studies on organometallic

reactions have shown that thermodynamic and kinetic results are
predicted more accurately if the M06 functional is used instead of
B3LYP.13 The use of M06 can also be rationalized based on the fact that
this functional estimates the van der Waals interactions more precisely.15

These factors have prompted us to select this functional for all the single
point calculations. The atomic orbital populations were calculated on
the basis of natural bond orbital (NBO) analyses.16 In the calculations,
SnBu3 is simplified to SnMe3, and PMe3 is used as the coordinated
ligand to Au(I).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As discussed above, a combination of Pd2(dba)3 and PPh3AuPF6
is capable of catalyzing the vinylstannylation of alkynes, although
no reaction is observed if only Pd2(dba)3 is used as the catalyst.
In view of these interesting findings, we are prompted first to
address the question of why Pd2(dba)3 is not able to catalyze the
reaction. The main objective in addressing this issue is to find
out what step is the most energy consuming, thus preventing
the vinylstannylation reaction, and how the addition of LAu+

avoids the energy consuming step by changing the reaction
mechanism.
As dba is a weak coordinating ligand with a low concentra-

tion, the vinylstannylation reaction would likely be initiated
through formation of three precursor complexes 1_Pd, 2_Pd,
and/or 3_Pd (Scheme 4). Among these precursor complexes,
1_Pd is the most stable.17 We only consider in the text the
precursor complexes having both the vinylstannane and dimethyl
acetylenedicarboxylate (DMAD) substrates coordinated to
palladium. Other conceivable adducts either are less stable or
have a comparable stability to 1_Pd (Scheme S1, Supporting
Information). Figure 1 shows the free energy profile for the
vinylstannylation reaction catalyzed by Pd0 starting from 1_Pd.
Analogous to Scheme 1 omitting gold, the reaction is surmised
to proceed via oxidative addition of one of the Sn−C bonds to
Pd0, followed by the alkyne insertion into the Pd−Sn bond,
giving 4_Pd. These two steps are found to occur in one step.

Scheme 1

Scheme 2

Scheme 3

Scheme 4
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The Sn transfer reaction (formation of 4_Pd) is calculated to be
very endergonic (24.3 kcal/mol). The resulting endergonicity
may be attributed to the fact that two strong trans-influencing
vinyl ligands are present as trans in 4_Pd. Intermediate 4_Pd
then undergoes isomerization through transition structure
2TS_Pd to give the more stable intermediate 5_Pd in which
the two vinyl ligands are cis to each other. From 5_Pd, the final
product is formed through vinyl−vinyl reductive elimination.
The isomerization reaction with an overall activation barrier as
high as 38.6 kcal/mol is calculated to be the rate-determining
step in the catalytic cycle. It follows from these results that Pd0

alone is not capable of catalyzing the vinylstannylation reaction,

because the initial intermediate obtained from the Sn-to-Pd
transmetalation reaction (4_Pd) is highly unstable, and isomeriza-
tion of this unstable intermediate (via Y-shaped transition structure
2TS_Pd) to an intermediate from which the C−C reductive
elimination can occur is the most energy consuming process.18

We now turn our attention to the question of why the
reaction is easily cocatalyzed by addition of PPh3AuPF6. It is
anticipated that this addition can initially lead to the formation
of various adducts, as shown with a few representative examples
in Scheme 5.19 Because 1_Au is calculated to be the most stable
adduct, we consider this structure as the resting state for the
gold precursor. According to Blum’s mechanism depicted in
Scheme 2, the reaction is proposed to start from an adduct in
which both gold and palladium are simultaneously coordinated
to alkyne. A few representative examples of these adducts are
depicted in Scheme 4. Among these intermediates, 1_Pd_Au
is found to be the most stable, and thus we continue our
investigation of the vinylstannylation reaction from this
intermediate.20

As alkynes have two mutually perpendicular sets of π orbitals,
we expect that one of them interacts with palladium and the
other with gold. To this end, we found that in all possible
intermediates, the C1−Pd−C2 plane is perpendicular to the
C1−Au−C2 plane (for an example see 1_Pd_Au in Figure 2).
The coordination of Lewis acid [AuPMe3]

+ to the alkyne
ligands causes the CO2Me substituents to fold back further

Figure 1. Energy profile calculated for carbostannylation of DMAD
catalyzed by Pd0 alone. The relative Gibbs and electronic energies (in
parentheses) obtained from the M06/BS2//B3LYP/BS1 calculations
in CH2Cl2 are given in kcal/mol.

Scheme 5

Figure 2. Optimized structures with selected structural parameters (bond lengths in angstroms) for 1_Pd, 1_Pd_Au, and 5_Pd_Au (H atoms
omitted for clarity).
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away from the metal and the C1−C2 bond distance to be
lengthened, suggesting that the Au+ coordination increases the
palladium-to-alkyne back-donation, as proposed by Blum and
co-workers.4 However, this coordination does not affect signifi-
cantly the Pd−C1 and Pd−C2 bond distances, a result which
can be likely explained through a molecular orbital analysis.
The coordination of [AuPMe3]

+ to the free alkyne reduces the
energy of not only the CC π-antibonding orbitals but also
the CC π-bonding orbitals (Figure 3). In such a case, the
coordination is expected to shorten the Pd−C bonds due to the
increased palladium-to-alkyne back-donation but this is nearly
canceled out by the decreased alkyne-to-palladium donation.
Our calculations show that the intermediate 1_Pd_Au is not

able to undergo the Sn-to-Pd transmetalation reaction, and in
order for the reaction to proceed further, this intermediate

should isomerize to a palladium gold vinyl intermediate
5_Pd_Au through the rotation of the Au−C1 bond around
the Pd−C1 axis (Figures 2 and 4). This isomerization, which
leads to oxidation of Pd0 to PdII, is found to be endergonic
by 1.9 kcal/mol and only requires a low activation barrier
(3.5 kcal/mol) relative to 1_Pd_Au. The rotation results in two
electrons being transferred from a Pd0 d orbital to a CC
π-antibonding orbital of alkyne through the C2 atom. Formally,
palladium is oxidized to PdII, and gold remains as AuI. Due to
the oxidation of Pd0 by two units, intermediate 5_Pd_Au
adopts a square planar geometry with a relatively weak Pd−Au
interaction. The Pd−Au distance in 5_Pd_Au (2.852 Å)
(Figure 2) is shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii
of gold and palladium (3.290 Å). In addition, the Wiberg
bond order between Au and Pd is calculated to be 0.254. The
evolution of the Pd−Au distance for some of the species is
shown in Figure 4.
We found that 1_Au can interact with 2_Pd through

transition structure 5TS_Pd_Au to give 9_Pd_Au in which the
gold(I) catalyst is bonded directly to the palladium(0) catalyst
(Figure 5).21 This type of coordination results in a charge
transfer from Pd to Au and causes 9_Pd_Au to undergo alkyne
insertion into the Au−Pd bond with a low activation barrier
of 3.7 kcal/mol to form 10_Pd_Au. The coordination of a free
vinylSnMe3 substrate to 10_Pd_Au gives the key intermediate
5_Pd_Au. The result of the calculation suggests that the
intermediates 5_Pd_Au and 1_Pd_Au can be in equilibrium
prior to further progress from 5_Pd_Au (Figure 5).
The next step from 5_Pd_Au is surmised to be trans-

metalation from the vinyl−tin to vinyl−palladium (Figure 4),
giving a tin gold vinyl complex coordinated to PdII (intermediate
7_Pd_Au). This process involves the oxidative addition of
Me3Sn−C3 to PdII, followed by Me3Sn−C2 reductive
elimination.22

Figure 3. Spatial plots showing how the energies of the CC
π-antibonding and π-bonding orbitals of DMAD change after
coordination to AuI.

Figure 4. Energy profile calculated for carbostannylation of DMAD catalyzed by Pd0/AuI based on the catalytic cycle given in Scheme 6. The relative
Gibbs and electronic energies (in parentheses) obtained from the M06/BS2//B3LYP/BS1 calculations in CH2Cl2 are given in kcal/mol.
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The oxidative addition step, which gives the palladium(IV)
intermediate 6_Pd_Au, is calculated to be almost barrierless23

with a reaction free energy requirement of 6.6 kcal/mol.
Compound 6_Pd_Au then undergoes reductive elimination
with a small barrier (0.9 kcal/mol) to afford 7_Pd_Au (the
product of transmetalation). The reaction free energy for
formation of 7_Pd_Au from 1_Pd is calculated as 4.5 kcal/mol,
indicating that the product of the transmetalation step in the

bimetallic mechanism is about 19.8 kcal/mol more stable than
that via the classical mechanism (intermediate 4_Pd) (Figures 1
and 4). The higher stability of 7_Pd_Au can be attributed to
the fact that the vinyl group transferred to palladium is trans to
the vacant coordination site of PdII, whereas the presence of
two trans vinyl groups in 4_Pd (Figure 1) makes this com-
pound very unstable. The Au−Pd bond distance in 6_Pd_Au
(2.952 Å) is longer than that in 5_Pd_Au, most likely because
of the stronger trans-influence property of the vinyl group
compared to the alkene.
Our calculations provide evidence that the transmetalation

can also occur through an alternative pathway in which the tin
group initially migrates to the carbonyl group of the DMAD
ligand and then to the C2 atom. This pathway at the M06 level
(Figure 6) is calculated to be about 1 kcal/mol less favorable
than that shown in Figure 1.
Starting from 7_Pd_Au (Figure 4), the Au-to-Pd trans-

metalation24 occurs through transfer of a vinyl group from Au to
Pd to give intermediate 8_Pd_Au in which AuI is coordinated
to the π bond of the palladium’s vinyl ligand. The reaction
barrier for conversion of 7_Pd_Au to 8_Pd_Au is calculated
to be 6.1 kcal/mol. This interesting result demonstrates that,
in contrast to the Sn-to-Pd transmetalation,25 the Au-to-Pd
transmetalation can proceed without involvement of a non-
innocent X ligand.26 The vinyl−vinyl reductive elimination from
8_Pd_Au with an activation barrier of 4.2 kcal/mol is calculated
to lead to formation of the intermediate 11_Pd_Au (vide infra)
through which the product is formed via coordination of a
vinylSnMe3 to the empty site of 11_Pd_Au followed by
dissociation of the AuI-bound product (Figure S7, Supporting
Information).
Scheme 6 shows the complete detailed catalytic cycle. It

includes four major steps: (A) oxidation of Pd0 to PdII through
formation of a palladium gold vinyl intermediate, (B) Sn-to-Pd
transmetalation, (C) Au-to-Pd transmetalation, and (D) C−C
reductive elimination. It follows from the calculations that the

Figure 5. Energy profile showing equilibrium between four inter-
mediates 9_Pd_Au, 10_Pd−Au, 5_Pd_Au, and 1_Pd_Au. The relative
Gibbs and electronic energies (in parentheses) obtained from the M06/
BS2//B3LYP/BS1 calculations in CH2Cl2 are given in kcal/mol.

Figure 6. Energy profile showing an alternative pathway for Sn-to-Pd transmetalation in which the tin group migrates to the carbonyl group of the
DMAD ligand and then to the C2 atom. The relative Gibbs and electronic energies (in parentheses) obtained from the M06/BS2//B3LYP/BS1
calculations in CH2Cl2 are given in kcal/mol.
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involvement of a Au+ complex reduces considerably the overall
activation barrier of the vinylstannylation reaction. This
reduction is from 38.6 kcal/mol in the classical mechanism
(Figure 1) to 10.6 kcal/mol in the bimetallic mechanism
(Figure 4)27 if we ignore the process of formation of 1_Pd_Au,
which is calculated to be the most difficult step with a barrier of
15.8 kcal/mol (Figure 5). This reduction is mainly due to the
fact that the intermediacy of palladium gold vinyl complex
5_Pd_Au results in removal of the two energy consuming steps
of the classical mechanism (i.e., the Sn-to-Pd transmetalation
and isomerization steps), as depicted in Figure 1. The involve-
ment of three formal oxidation states for palladium (0, II, IV) is
also notable. In summary, our proposal involves determination
that species X and XI are intermediates that occur between
I and II in Blum’s first proposal (Scheme 2).
Proposed Mechanism for Formation of the Anti

Addition Product. Although the major product was found

to be from syn addition, a small amount of the anti addition
product was also reported by Blum and co-workers. Here,
we are capable of accounting for the formation of the anti
addition product through the following mechanism (Figure 7).
As mentioned above, an IRC calculation from 4TS_Pd_Au
indicates that this transition structure connects to intermediate
11_Pd_Au prior to the formation of the syn addition product.
In this intermediate, the π bond between C1 and C2 of the final
product is mainly polarized toward C2 due to the presence of the
AuI and Pd0 metals. Indeed, the Lewis acidity of AuI induces the
polarization of the π bond toward C2, resulting in the oxidation of
Pd0 to PdII following the interaction of a Pd-occupied dπ orbital
with the electron-deficient C1 atom, resulting in the formation of
the η3-allyl intermediate 11_Pd_Au. In this intermediate, the
nature of the C1−C2 bond mostly changes to σ character and thus
this bond can easily undergo the rotation about the C1−C2 bond
by passing intermediate 12_Pd_Au to give an intermediate
(13_Pd_Au) through which the anti addition product is formed. A
plausible reason for why the anti addition is the minor product may
be attributed to the lower stability of 13_Pd_Au compared to
11_Pd_Au (see Supporting Information for more details).

Alternative Mechanism. We also studied the alternative
mechanism proposed by Blum and co-workers as outlined in
Scheme 3. Given that the palladium precatalyst used by Blum
and co-workers is Pd0, it is not clear how the PdII intermediate
IV is initially generated. We believe that the active catalyst
should again be intermediate X (Scheme 6). This intermediate,
with an oxidation state of +2 for palladium, can be used as the
active catalyst for the catalytic cycle proposed by Blum and
co-workers, rather than V in Scheme 3. In such a case, we have
altered the corresponding catalytic cycle to that depicted in
Scheme 7. We have considered the two key steps B and C
of the alternative catalytic cycle for two different counterions
X′ = PF6 and CF3SO3 (triflate) in Figures 8 and 9. According to
the mechanism we envisage, the substitution reaction between
7_Au and 5_Pd_Au gives 14_Pd_Au and vinylSnMe3. This
reaction is calculated to be exergonic by about 4.9 kcal/mol, a
result which might be attributed to the less-sterically hindered
nature of AuPMe3 as compared to SnMe3. Once 14_Pd_Au is

Scheme 6

Figure 7. Energy profile showing interconversion between the intermediates responsible for formation of the syn and anti addition products. The
relative Gibbs and electronic energies (in parentheses) obtained from the M06/BS2//B3LYP/BS1 calculations in CH2Cl2 are given in kcal/mol.
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formed, the reaction further progresses through Au-to-Pd
transmetalation to give 15_Pd_Au, followed by the isomer-
ization to 16_Pd_Au23 and then the vinyl−vinyl reductive
elimination through transition structure 7TS_Pd_Au.
It is found that, regardless of the identity of X′, the Sn-to-Au

transmetalation (formation of 7_Au) occurs almost without
any significant activation barrier (Figures 8 and 9). This finding

explains why the reaction of LAu(triflate) + Bu3Sn(vinyl) →
LAu(vinyl) + Bu3Sn(triflate), as discovered by Blum and co-
workers,2b is immediately complete.
Interestingly, we found that the overall activation barrier of

the C−C reductive elimination mainly depends on the identity
of the counterion X′. If X′ = PF6 (Figure 8), the counterion
used experimentally (Scheme 1), the relative Gibbs energy of

Scheme 7

Figure 8. Energy profile calculated for steps B and C of the catalytic cycle given in Scheme 7 in the presence of PF6
− counteranion. The relative

Gibbs and electronic energies (in parentheses) obtained from the M06/BS2//B3LYP/BS1 calculations in CH2Cl2 are given in kcal/mol.
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7TS_Pd_Au is calculated to be 21.0 kcal/mol. This result
indicates that 7TS_Pd_Au lies above transition structures
2TS_Pd_Au, 3TS_Pd_Au, and 4TS_Pd_Au (Figure 4),
suggesting that the mechanism given in Scheme 7 is less likely
to be operative. In contrast, if X′ = CF3SO3 (Figure 9), the
overall reaction barrier is calculated as 9.1 kcal/mol, suggesting
that both mechanisms might be competitive.
The strong dependency of the alternative mechanism

(Scheme 7) on the identity of X′ is related to the fact that
the thermodynamics of the Sn-to-Au transmetalation (step B)
are intensively reliant on X′, a result which has been proved
experimentally by Casares, Espinet, and co-workers, for
example, in studies of the reaction of RSnBu3 (R = aryl,
alkynyl) with PPh3AuX (X = Cl, I).28 In the present case, the
Gibbs reaction energy of 1_Au + X′− → Me3SnX′ + 7_Au is
computed as 17.4 and 5.4 kcal/mol for X′ = PF6 (Figure 6) and
CF3SO3 (Figure 7), respectively. Because PF6

− is used as
the counterion in the experiment,4 the Sn-to-Au transmetala-
tion is predicted to be extremely endergonic and therefore the
alternative mechanism is not expected to be the favored
mechanism.

■ CONCLUSION

We have investigated computationally the gold and palladium co-
catalyzed vinylstannylation of dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate
(DMAD).29 In conclusion, the computational study confirms the
role of intermediates containing both palladium and gold in a
mechanism proposed by Blum (Scheme 2), with the additional
involvement of X and XI as shown in Scheme 6. Species X and
XI occur between I and II in Blum’s original proposal. We find
also the requirement for a Pd(IV) intermediate (6_Pd_Au in
Figure 4), on the pathway between X and XI. Our work also

gives extensive support for Blum’s second mechanism (Scheme 3)
and accounts for the effect of the anion in the conditions where
this mechanism is preferred over the first proposal. Computation
indicates that this mechanism should now also include species
containing both palladium and gold, IX and X in place of IV
and V, respectively, in Scheme 3, as illustrated in the revised
mechanism (Scheme 7). Particularly notable is the key role of X
in both mechanisms, where X is a palladium gold vinyl
intermediate which has an aurophilic interaction between Pd
and Au with formal oxidation states Au(I) and Pd(II).
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